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Automatic Construction of Acoustic Themes for 
benthic habitat mapping at Stanton Banks, UK

Fonseca, L.¹, rzhanov, y.¹, McGonigle, C.² , Brown, C.²

1) Center for Coastal and Ocean Mapping, University of New Hampshire, Durham, NH 03824, USA
2) Centre for Coastal and Marine Research, University of Ulster, Coleraine, Co. Derry, BT52 1SA, Northern Ireland

In recent years, many attempts have been made to 
develop automatic methods for segmentation of hydro-
acoustic remote sensing data acquired by multibeam 
echosounders (MBES) in order to generate quantita-
tive estimates of the spatial distribution of seafloor relief, 
bottom type and composition. The majority of the seg-
mentation methods presented so far have been based on 
image processing techniques, which assume implicitly the 
existence of an image. This limits their ability to unam-
biguously discriminate seafloor properties, as the primary 
observation of an MBES is not backscatter imagery or 
mosaics, but rather backscatter angular response. Mosa-
ics are only projections of the original observations, with 
resulting loss of information. The method we are develop-
ing is fully automatic and attempts to segment the acous-
tic remote sensing data simultaneously in the image-tex-
tural space and in the angular-response space.  The output 
of this automatic procedure is a thematic map, where the 
individual themes have boundaries defined at the mosaic 
image resolution, but still have sufficient angular cover-
age to allow for seafloor characterization. Angular range 
Analysis (ArA) inversion is then applied to the average 
angular response of individual themes, generating esti-

mates of the acoustic impedance, acoustic roughness and 
mean grain size of the seafloor within the theme. The 
technique described above is applied to a Simrad EM1002 
95kHz MBES dataset acquired from a study area cover-
ing an offshore reef at Stanton Banks, UK. The results 
are compared to still-images, grab samples and previous 
habitat maps existent in the area, to asses the ability of 
the acoustic theme segmentation to discriminate benthic 
habitats. 
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Fig. 1. (a) Adjusted acoustic 
backscatter mosaic (0.5m resolu-
tion). (b) Automatic segmentation 
showing the distribution of grain 
size (φ units).
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